St. Mary Parish School, an exceptional 3K-eighth grade school (400 enrollment) in Hales Corners, seeks a Physical Education Teacher. The successful candidate will offer his or her enthusiasm, dedication and loving professionalism to meet the high academic and faith formation standards of our school. Candidates should be passionate about a program based on the Wisconsin Standards for Physical Education, an incorporation of health standards, and provide a strong Catholic foundation within instruction. A bachelor’s degree in physical education and current DPI certification is required.

**Qualifications**

Outcomes: By the end of elementary school, students will be able to demonstrate competence in basic motor skills and a combination of skills. They will also be able to possess basic movement concepts in small practice tasks, gymnastics, and dance and will be able to identify a number of basic fitness concepts. Students in these formative years should be able to accept their abilities and others’ abilities in physical activities and be able to understand the benefits of a physically active lifestyle.

Outcomes: By the end of middle school, students should be able to apply a number of strategies in modified game play and demonstrate fundamental movement skills in a number of different settings and environments. Students in this age group should also be able to participate in self-guided physical activities, collaborate and work together with other classmates, and accept individual differences. They should also be actively engaged in physical activity for both self-expression and enjoyment.

**Application Instructions**

Send cover letter, resume, archdiocese job application, and three letters of recommendation to Maria Schram, Principal via email. schramm@stmaryhc.org

**Contact Name**
Maria Schram

**Address**
9553 West Edgerton Avenue
Hales Corners, WI 53130

**Email**
schramm@stmaryhc.org

**Phone**
4144253100